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CLARIFICATIONS III:  TO BIDDING DOCUMENT 

1. Generic: Further to the addendum and clarifications released on 13th Aug we would like to Request for 

extension of bid submission deadline by 10 days from Aug 26th to allow for incorporation of all aspects 

of clarifications and addendum. This will help us prepare an informed proposal for this critical initiative 

of the DBJ which will be for a long term period of 4 years. Please oblige to allow for sufficient 

participation. 

Answer:  Please note, there will be no further extension of bid submission deadline of August 26, 2019 

at 3:00 pm.  

2. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT - License Management Requirements- ITP-L-14 Access live training 

on list of services provided by BDOs: Please clarify on the term ‘live training’. Apart from upload of 

videos does it mean the system should support video conference for live training? 

Answer:  Yes  

3. FUNCTIONAL AND NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS - High Availability and Clustering 

Requirement for system:  

 

a. Please clarify if there is requirement to create OS level cluster and Database level cluster 

environment (active - active or active - passive) for this solution? 

Answer: Please note, DBJ will require the solution to be hosted using cloud hosting services 

such as Amazon, Azure etc. that can provide clustering and load balancing.  

 

b. Is it required to maintain High Availability of the system including load balancing? please 

advise 

Answer: Yes, Availability of minimum 99.9 % for cloud hosting service / Redundancy  

 

4. Generic: Any certification or audit requirement as we have Standardization Testing and Quality 

Certification (STQC) etc.? 

Answer: Yes, DBJ will require that the software meets STQC requirements. 

 

The RFP specifies that an Acceptance Testing will be carried out by DBJ through third party, if required. 

Please specify if similar Security Related Audit will also be carried out if so required by DBJ through a 

third party.  

Answer:  Please note that the security related audit will be done by DBJ in collaboration with the 

prospective bidder. 

 

While the bidder is expected to include all security related requirements in the solution, it is assumed 

that the bidder will not need to cost for a third party security audit separately in their bid. 

Answer: Please note, auditing of the software will be undertaken by DBJ and the prospective bidder. 

Hence if there is cost associated with this service, please include within your financial proposal. 

 

5. Generic: Will there be any need to have offline capability in solution by any stakeholder 

Since the application is supposed to be completely web based, please specify the exact offline capability 

required. 

Answer:   Yes.  Please note that this will be discussed once the recommended vendor have been selected 

for the award of contract. 
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Addendum- Terms of Reference, Page 116, B. DELIVERABLES Below Bullet Point 13. should 

include: Please specify if the days indicated for the deliverables are calendar days from the contract 

signing date. 

Answer:  The days indicated within the deliverables are calendar days  

6. Please clarify if the Pricing Schedule needs to be a separate document which needs to be sealed in a 

separate envelope? Alternatively, should we submit only 1 document with both the Technical Proposal 

components and the Pricing Schedule. 

 

Answer:  The firm’s Technical and Financial Proposals must be delivered in a single, sealed envelope 

(one (1) envelope process). Within the single envelope, the bidder shall place two (2) separate sealed 

envelopes – One marked ‘Financial’ and one marked ‘Technical’.  

 

7. Please allow for submission of client referral letters which we have obtained previously from clients for 

satisfactory performance. This might be in a slightly different format than that mentioned in the RFB 

document but provides information on client satisfaction and work done. 

Answer:  The client referral forms must be submitted in the Technical Proposal document. 

 

 


